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Characterization, Analysis, and
Implementation of Integrated Bandstop
Structures on Ultra-wide Band Archimedean
Spiral Antenna
Jae H. Jeon, John T. Chang, and Anh-Vu Pham

Abstract—A subsection of the radiating spiral arm, placed in
parallel, induces a bandstop response at a notch frequency
proportional to the resonant length of the strip. Detailed
parametric study on the effect of variation of design parameters
for an Archimedean spiral antenna and the resonant parallel strip
(RPS) is presented. Empirical analysis on phase velocity on the
radiating spiral arms allows characterization of RPS in terms of
its resonant length. Identified systematic relation between design
parameters and filter response is applied to design an antenna for
the 3.1 – 10.5 GHz operating band with the notch response over
the IEEE 802.11a band, 5.15 to 5.95 GHz. Successful
implementation is demonstrated through performance
comparison between simulated and experimental results.
Index Terms—Bandstop filters, notch filters, spiral antennas,
ultra wideband

I. INTRODUCTION
Federal communication committee (FCC) designated
ultra-wideband (UWB) spectrum with a strict spectral mask
requirement on the transmitter output to ensure proper
interoperability with other narrowband wireless standards
occupying the spectrum [1]. The wideband attribute of
receivers on UWB systems lead to potential susceptibility to
interference from RF sources in proximity that share the portion
of the UWB spectrum. Component filters can be integrated into
the front-end circuit to mitigate the interference at the expense
of added cost and increased size. However, the availability of
component filters in the commercial market has selective
limitation in its frequency range. Microstrip filters can be
designed but its size becomes unwieldy for the frequencies in
the UWB spectrum. Another method of mitigation is to
integrate a desired filter response in the antenna performance.
Planar microstrip monopole is a widely used type of UWB
antenna [2]. Secondary resonant structures (SRS) can be
designed in into planar monopoles such that the current path
around SRS corresponds to quarter wavelength of the notch
frequency, inducing a stopband response [3]. Literature is
replete with examples of successful implementation of such
technique [4].
Theoretically frequency independent nature allows practical
implementation of spiral antennas for wideband applications in
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a compact size [5]. Slits in the spiral arms have been observed
to induce a stopband response [6]. Another method to induce
spectrally localized impedance mismatch over the 802.11a
band, and simultaneously in the 3.4 GHz band, has been
successfully demonstrated for spiral antennas designed to
operate in the UWB spectrum [7], [8]. A parallel spiral strip,
placed on the opposite side of the substrate as the radiating
spiral arms, couples energy at a certain frequency band,
allowing it to be characterized by its resonant length. Similar
structure is known to increase the operating bandwidth of the
antenna [9]. The advantages of using RPS over slits are that it
can be easily tuned in post fabrication and that the RPS layer
can be printed separately and be conjoined impermanently. In
this paper, a detailed parametric study is conducted on RPS and
its effect on antenna performance. Empirical analysis, and
design method are developed and presented in this paper along
with a successful demonstration through experimental results.
II. ANTENNA DESIGN PARAMETER DESCRIPTION
A. Two-Arm Archimedean Spiral
Archimedean spiral can be interpreted as an object moving in
time in a polar coordinate where the angular velocity is constant
over time. This translates to the radius and the angle having a
linear relationship unlike the equiangular spirals.
Consequently, the radius and the angle maintain a constant
spacing as well as a constant arm width as the number of turns
grows. The following set of mathematical equations embodies
the geometrical description:

 1     0
 3         0
 2         0  4           0

(1)

The constant, ρ0, is the inner radius of the spiral antenna.
This parameter controls the separation between the two
opposing spiral arms at the center. The physical width of each
spiral arm is controlled by the constant, δ, which is the initial
angular shift. Constant impedance over frequency comes from
the self-complementary nature of the antenna [10]. For spirals,
the width and the spacing must be equal to be identified as a
self-complementary structure [11]. α is the expansion rate of
the spiral. The independent variable of the equation is the angle,
θ. The range of this parameter controls the number of turns of
the spiral. Typically, initial design requirements dictate how
these parameters are set. Number of turns with the overall
dimension of the antenna can be controlled to meet the
frequency range requirement. Therefore, rather than treating
the expansion rate as a separate variable, it is advantageous to
describe it in terms of the other variables, as shown below:

 

 f  0
2 n

(2)

where, ρf designates outer radius of the spiral antenna. The total
number of turns is given by, n. The first arm is modeled by
using ρ1 and ρ2. And the second arm is given by ρ3 and ρ4 as
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speecified in (1).

Figg 1. Dimensional drawing
d
of an Arch
himedean spiral an
ntenna with integraated
banndstop structure. Main
M radiating arm
ms are placed on on
ne side of the substrrate
(leeft) and the bandsto
op structure is placced on the opposite side of the substrrate
(rigght).

B
B. Integrated Bandstop
B
Filteer Structure
D
Duplicate of a subsection of
o the main sp
piral is placed
d in
parrallel on the opposite side of the substrate. Dimensio
onal
deppiction of the geometry
g
is sho
own Fig 1. Thee width of RPS
S is
thee same as the main
m spiral wid
dth. The locatio
on and the length
of RPS is descrribed in terms of turns it taakes to reach the
ng lateral edgees of RPS:
staarting and endin

 s   2 n s   0
 e   2 n e   0

(3)
(

P
Parameters, ns and ne, design
nate the amountt of turns to reaach
thee starting and ending
e
edges off RPS. Same offfset and a seco
ond
sett shifted by 180
0 degrees as deescribed in (1) can be applied
d to
(3)) to give RPS a finite width alo
ong with a sym
mmetrical copy for
thee opposing arm
m. A via is placed at ne on eacch RPS.
Two design paarameters can be identified with
w the reson
nant
struucture: length and location. For this study
y, the variable ns,
corrresponding to the edge closeer to the centerr, will be referrred
to as the location
n of RPS. The length of RPS can be impliciitly
d ne for relattive
deffined as the difference beetween ns and
com
mparison in the
t
parametricc study. But to gain a dirrect
understanding off the effect of th
he physical leng
gth of RPS, ne can
c
g up to ns, and the
be redefined in teerms of the arcc length leading
y of
arcc length of RPS, lRPS. Equation (1) dictatess the geometry
thee Archimedean
n spirals in terrms of turns. Arc
A length for an
Arrchimedean spiiral is given by
y the following equation:

Fig 2. Plot of number of turns as a functionn of arc length, larcc, for the following
designn parameters: ρ0 = 1mm, ρf = 31mm = 31 mm, and n = 4.

1
2
2
  log   0     0     

2
ls  
2
  0     0      2 


2

  


s

(5)

0

Once ls is known, the combined valuue with lRPS, caan be used to
define n e. It is difficultt to symbolicallly reverse (4) aand form it in
terms o f arc length as the independeent variable andd the number
of turnss as the dependent variable. Numeric operration can be
perform
med in Matlab tto estimate thiss relationship. F
First, number
of turnss can be sweptt from 0 to n, and the corressponding arc
lengths,, larc, can be ffound using (44). Then, the independent
variablee, n, and the ddependent variaable, larc, are sswitched and
plotted. Then, a curvee fit operationn is applied to estimate the
matical relationnship. Follow
wing second oorder power
mathem
functionn with three coefficients sufficiently ddescribes the
relationnship:

n  c2larc c1  c0

(6)

Fig 2 illlustrates a resullting plot of thiis procedure foor a particular
set of ddesign parameeters as an exaample. Finallyy, (3) can be
modifieed to model RP
PS directly in teerms of desiredd location and
characteeristic length:

 s   2n s   0





 e   2 c 2 l s  l RPS c  c 0   0
1

(7)

III. PA
ARAMETRIC STU
UDY RESULTS
l arc 

2



1

2

 d 
 d
 d 

2 

(4)
(

gral for the arc length leading
g up to ns leadss to
Solving the integ
pression:
thee following exp

wave studio
To cconduct a parrametric studyy, CST Microw
electrom
magnetic sim
mulation softw
ware is used. Its finite
integrattion technique (FIT) based solver is efficcient for this
type off broadband anntenna problem
m [12]. There are multiple
perform
mance metrics tthat can be useed to characteriize the notch
responsse such as S111, S21, curreent density onn RPS, etc.
Althouggh quantitativee measure difffers across thhese metrics,
presencce of notch chaaracteristics wiill be clearly evvident in all.
Therefoore, only S11 is observeed in this section and
consideeration for otheer metrics are ddeferred to the eexperimental
section where a speciffic case is presented.
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A. RPS Design Parameter
P
Varriation
The purpose of
o this section is
i to see the efffect on the no
otch
freequency, peak impedance mismatch
m
at fn00, and stop baand
banndwidth when varying the leength and locaation of RPS. The
T
souurce impedancce is fixed at 140
1 Ohms, thee total numberr of
turrns is fixed at 5, and the outter radius is seet at 25 mm. RPS
R
staarting edge location is fixed at
a 0 turns, corrresponding to the
begginning of the main spiral arm
ms. It is expectted that the length
of RPS inversely
y relates to the notch frequeency. Fig 3 pllots
m the result of
o sweeping lRPS
thrree representattive cases from
R .
Whhen lRPS is set at
a 8 mm, fn0 is located at 5.5 GHz. The cen
nter
nottch frequency shifts to 10.4 GHz
G as the chaaracteristic length
is reduced to 4 mm.
m When lRPPS is increased to 12 mm, fn00 is
shiifted to 3.7 GHz.
G
Also, thee secondary no
otch is visiblee at
appproximately 11
1.3 GHz, correesponding to itts third harmon
nic.
Nooting fn0 for eaach case consiidered, the corresponding RPS
R
lenngth is close to one quarter off the guided waavelength:

lRPS 

1 vp
4 f n0

Fig 3. S1 1 plot of the antenn
nna with varying chharacteristic lengthh of RPS: 4 mm
(dotted), 8 mm (solid), and 12 mm (dashed).

(8
8)

ngth and guid
ded
Thhe direct corrrelation betweeen RPS len
waavelength is deetermined by the
t relative lo
ocation of the via
whhich determines the distance current
c
travels on RPS.
W
With the charaacteristic length
h fixed, the ressult of varying the
loccation of RPS,, in terms of ns, is shown in
n Fig 4. The to
otal
num
mber of turns is 5 and the location
l
of RPS is ranged from
zerro to 1.8 turnss. At zero, a strong rejectio
on at 5.5 GHzz is
observed. As the location is mov
ved down the spiral,
s
a shift in
n fn0
0 turns, it has
h moved up
p to 6.2 GHzz, a
is evident. By 0.6
diffference of 700 MHz. And impedance miismatch has beeen
deccreased by abo
out 0.4 dB in teerms of S11. What
W is interesting
is tthat a further movement
m
dow
wn the spiral reeverses the trend.
Byy 1.2 turns, the center notch frequency
fr
shiftss down to 6 GH
Hz.
Mooving RPS further down
n the spiral results in an
inddistinguishablee stop band. The rejection
n level becom
mes
neggligible that it is obscureed by the ov
verall quality of
im
mpedance matching. The reaason for the reeduction in peeak
rejection level iss radiation. Wiith a given chaaracteristic length
he zero turn loccation case, we know that the
forr RPS, from th
ressonant frequenccy is 5.5 GHz. Band
B
theory states that radiation
happpens when th
he circumferen
nce of the anteenna reaches one
o
waavelength of th
he frequency [13], [14]. Beeyond the acttive
reggion, most of the
t energy at that
t
correspond
ding frequency
y is
exppected to be radiated. Thereefore when RP
PS moves beyo
ond
thee active region, it is expected
d that only neg
gligible amountt of
eneergy is left on
n the main spirral arms to be rejected. Thiss is
whhat is observed
d in Fig 4. At some
s
point dow
wn the spiral, the
nottch band charaacteristic starts to disappear, eventually
e
making
thee profile of retu
urn loss curve very much ressembling the case
of the generic Arrchimedean spiiral without thee RPS.
F
First order an
nalysis indicatees that the arc length of RPS
R
dicctates the centter notch frequ
uency and the location of RPS
R
dicctates the peaak rejection leevel and the associated no
otch
banndwidth. However, as it wass observed, thee location of RPS
R
alsso has effect on
n spectral placcement of the induced
i
bandsttop

Fig 4. S
S11 plot of the anntenna with varyinng location of RP
PS in terms of
starting eedge location in turns: 0 (solid), 0.6 (dotted), 1.2 (dashed), 1.8
(dash-dottted).

responsse. This implies that the lengtth must vary ddepending on
the locaation along thee spiral, in ordeer to keep the center notch
frequenncy consistent. To identifyy how much RPS length
differennce there is at ddifferent locatioons along the sspiral, RPS is
moved along the spirral once again while tuning tthe length to
maintainn fn0 at ±20 MHz from 5.5 GHz. Thhe resulting
characteeristic length aat each locationn in terms of ns is shown in
Fig 5. Three regionns can be clearrly identified for all three
differennt cases of tottal number of turns. In the first region,
correspoonding from thhe feed point to the locationn where RPS
length bbecomes nearlyy constant, phaase velocity ram
mps up which
results iin an increase of characterisstic length for tthe same fn0.
Second region is wherre the phase veelocity steadiess resulting in
a near constant lRPSS, consideringg that the staandard PCB
The last regionn begins from
fabricattion limit is aboout 0.2 mm. T
where tthe phase vellocity starts too dip. In this region, the
stopbannd response quuickly diminisshes, eventuallly becoming
insignifficant.
B. Maiin Spiral Arm D
Design Parameter Variation
The sset of design pparameters forr the geometryy of the main
spiral arrms is also exppected to be a m
measure of inflluence on the
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TABLE I
LIST OF ANTTENNA DESIGN PAR
RAMETER VALUES
S

ρ0
((mm)

m)
ρf (mm

n

α

d*
((mm)

1
16
8
0.3
0.447
1
16
6
0.4
0.662
0.5
0.778
1
26
8
0.6
0.994
1
16
4
0.7
1.1
1
36
8
0.8
1.225
1
36
7
0.93
1.446
1
36
6
0.99
1.557
1
26
4
1.11
1.773
1
36
5
1.19
1.887
1
31
4
1.39
2.18
1
36
4
*
d, refe
fers to the minimum
m feature size of thhe antenna, which iis equivalent to
the tracce width of the anttenna arms: d  1   2  
Figg 5. Characteristic length
l
of RPS that corresponds to fn0 = 5.5 GHz at varyiing
locaation of RPS in terms
t
of number of
o turns to the staarting edge for thrree
diffferent total number of turns: 3 (dotteed), 5 (solid), 7 (daashed).

chaaracteristic len
ngth of RPS. Spiral antennaa is a slow-waave
anttenna [15], [16
6]. Individually
y, inner radius, outer radius, and
a
thee total number of turns all im
mpact the phasse velocity of the
siggnal traveling down the antenna. The ex
xpansion rate, as
desscribed in (2), collectively captures the changes in these
dessign parameteers. In this seection we exp
plore a range of
exppansion rates and
a the corresp
ponding resonaant length of RPS
R
to kkeep fn0 at 4, 5.5 and 7.5 GHzz. Table 1 summ
marizes the valu
ues
of design parameeters considereed and their reesulting minimu
um
feaature size.
A
As it was noteed from Fig 5, the
t characterisstic length of RPS
R
varries as its locattion is varied until
u
it reaches a region where it
beccomes nearly constant.
c
For each α, the averrage length in this
t
reggion was noted
d to be the reprresentative chaaracteristic leng
gth.
Agggregate of thee resultant dataa points forms the
t plot shown
n in
Figg 6. Also, a tren
nd line is drawn across the daata points for eaach
serries with a corresponding
c
equation. As
A expected, the
chaaracteristic leength varies as overall antenna design
parrameters are vaaried. Increase in α results in decrease in phase
vellocity, which in turn lowerrs the wavelen
ngth for a giv
ven
freequency. Secon
nd order polyno
omial equations, shown in Fig
g 6,
proovide an accurrate relationshiip between thee RPS length and
a
thee expansion raate with the R2 value greaterr than 0.98 in all
thrree cases, ensu
uring that the error margin is less than the
staandard PCB fab
brication limit of 0.2 mm. Comparing
C
the 5.5
GH
Hz and the 7.5
5 GHz case in
n Fig 6, the am
mount of chan
nge
bettween the data point at α = 0.3 and α = 1.4 is
i 2.9 mm and 2.5
mm
m, respectively
y. This nonlineaarity is attributted to the fact that
t
thee phase velocity
y is affected by
y the presence of RPS, which
h in
turrn affects the reesonant length of RPS along with the chang
ges
in spiral arm wid
dth. As notch frequency shiffts upwards, RPS
R
s
approaaching the phase velocity of the
lenngth becomes shorter,
spiiral antenna wiithout the RPS..
A
Along with th
he center notch
h frequency, reejection level and
a
banndwidth are also of interest when
w
characterrizing a stop baand
ressponse. Locatio
on of RPS, relaative to the maain spirals, can
n be
useed as a design parameter thatt controls the level
l
of mismaatch
andd bandwidth off the stop band.. As signal flow
ws down the spiiral
froom the feed poiint, the current density drops linearly
l
in dB as
a a

Fig 6. Chaaracteristic lengthh, lRPS, as a functioon of expansion ratte, α, at various
notch freequencies: 4 GH
Hz (triangle), 5.5 GHz (square), and 7.5 GHz
(diamondd).

functionn of distance [117]. Therefore it is expected tthat the level
of rejecction, in termss of impedancce mismatch aat the center
notch frrequency, will be lower as R
RPS is situated further away
from thhe feed point. T
Three represenntative expansion rates are
chosen for this study: 0.42, 0.55, and 0.76. For eacch expansion
rate, thhe location of RPS is moveed along the spiral while
keepingg fn0 tuned too 5.5 GHz, annd peak VSW
WR and 3dB
bandwiddth results aree determined aand plotted in Fig 7. In all
three caases, the impeedance mismaatch level fallss as RPS is
moved away from thee center as expected since eneergy is being
convertted to radiationn as the signal ttravels down thhe spiral. The
associatted 3 dB banddwidth narrowss as RPS shifts away from
center. Resultant ddata indicates that higher impedance
wer expansion
mismatcch and bandwidth can be achiieved with low
rate. W
While having tthe highest reejection level is typically
desired,, the relativelyy wide associatted 3 dB banddwidth might
render iit less desirablle. But what Fig 7 demonstraates is that a
designeer has the controol over the anteenna design paarameters and
the RP
PS location tto possibly ssatisfy both performance
requirem
ments.
Bandd theory states that the acctive region iss where the
radiatioon happens, loccated at the pooint on the spirral where the
circumfference equalss one waveleength. From F
Fig 6, it is
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Fig 8. Piccture of the fabricaated prototype: Maain spiral arms on top side of the
substrate with the balun connnection (left), andd RPS on the oppoosite side of the
substrate (right).
Figg 7. At every locattion of RPS, impedance mismatch at
a 5.5 GHz is plottted
agaainst associated 3d
dB bandwidth for various α: 0.76 (ssolid, ns=0-1.5), 0..55
(dashed, ns=0-1.94), 0.42
0 (dotted, ns=0--2.45).

revvealed that the phase velocity
y changes as an
ntenna parametters
andd RPS parameeters are chang
ged. Thereforee, the location
n of
acttive region willl depend on th
hese design paarameters. For the
parrameters chosen in Fig 7, the
t wavelengtth at 5.5 GHzz is
callculated to be 35.4 mm, 37.3 mm, 38.6 mm
m for α at 0.76,
0.555, and 0.42, reespectively, fro
om the equation
ns given in Fig
g 6.
Thhe numbers of turns
t
to reach the circumfereence equivalentt to
theese wavelength
hs are 0.97, 1.4
44, and 1.93. And
A corresponding
S11 levels are -0.49 dB, -0.5 dB
B, and -0.49 dB, which are neaarly
ore, the physicaal location of acctive region shifts
uniform. Therefo
t antenna butt its
as it relates to dessign parameterrs of RPS and the
p
is maiintained.
eleectromagnetic property
IV. IMPLEMENTATIO
M
N OF DESIGN METHOD
A. Antenna Prottotype Descrip
ption
A five-turn Arrchimedean spiiral with 43 mm
m outer diameeter
dessign was fabricated and tessted in this seection. The inner
raddius is set at 1 mm. The feed
d region separaation is set at 0.8
mm
m to accommodate a balun trransformer of the
t same materrial
andd thickness. Th
he expansion raate is calculateed to be 0.65. And
A
thee spiral width and spacing comes
c
out to be
b 1.02 mm. RPS
R
spaans from 0.93 to
t 1.2 turns. Th
he inner edge arc
a length of RPS
R
is calculated to be approximaately 9.2 mm according to the
n Fig 6. Vias wiith diameter off 0.8 mm are ussed.
equuation given in
LP
PKF prototypin
ng machine was used for fabrrication. The fiinal
proototype of the design
d
is show
wn in Fig 8.
A hole equalin
ng the dimensiions of the balu
un at the anten
nna
endd was drilled att the feed regio
on of the antenn
na as shown in Fig
F
8. The hole allow
ws the balun to
o be inserted in
nto the antenna by
per
thee amount equall to the thicknesss of the substrrate. Type of tap
choosen for the baalun transformeer is exponentiaal.
B. Results and Discussion
D
F
Fig 9 comparees S11 simulation result between a generic and
a
a band-notched Archimedean
n spiral anten
nna. The overrall
proofile of impedaance matching very
v much reseembles each other
in the pass band. The band-notched antenna,, as designed and
a
b
centered around 5.5 GH
Hz.
exppected, shows a clear stop band

SWR plot of the siimulated without R
RPS (solid grey), simulated with
Fig 9. VS
RPS (soliid black) and meassured results (dotteed).

GHz to 6 GHz, covering the
The 10 dB crossing sppans from 5 G
GHz is 23:1.
SWR at 5.62 G
802.11aa band. The peeak level of VS
Fig 9 aalso compares the simulationn result and thhe measured
result oon the band notched Archimedean spiiral antenna.
Overalll, they are in eexcellent agreement with eacch other. The
center nnotch peak freqquency for thee measured resuult is at 5.75
GHz. T
The peak VSW
WR is 10.4:1 att fn0. The 10 dB
B bandwidth
spans frrom 4.95 GHz to 6.25 GHz. T
The lower bounndary is very
close w
with the simulattion but the uppper boundary is higher by
about 1 00 MHz. The fact that a stroong notch proffile is seen in
the S111 result leads tto a conclusion that energy at the notch
frequenncy of interest is being rejectted by the anteenna through
the effeect of RPS beefore it reachees the active rregion where
radiatioon happens.
Fig 110 contains plots of the calcculated realizeed gain from
both sim
mulated and thhe measured S221 data. As it w
was the case
with thee VSWR, the peak notch haappens at 5.622 GHz in the
simulatiion and 5.75 GHz for meeasured result.. Simulation
predicteed about 10 dB
B drop from thee passband gaiin. Measured
result inndicates stronnger suppressioon, 18 dB droop, from the
passbannd gain. Measuured passband gain follows thhe simulated
gain cloosely. Below thhe notchband, the gain rises ffrom about 3
dB at 3 GHz to 4 dB
B at 5 GHz. A
Above the notcchband, gain
averagees about 4.8 dB
B with the meassured data, andd 6 dB for the
simulatiion data.
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V. CONCLUSSION

Figg 10. Boresight gaain plot of the sim
mulated (solid) an
nd measured resu
ults
(dootted).

Inherrently broadbaand nature of spiral antennnas greatly
appeals to UWB aapplications. IIntegrated banndstop filter
responsse in spiral aantennas provvides a flexible and cost
effectivve way of m
mitigating innterference froom in-band
narrowbband sources. Duplicate of a subsection of the main
spiral aarms, placed iin parallel on the opposite side of the
substratte, was shownn to induce a strong spectraally localized
impedannce mismatch with a predictable associatedd bandwidth.
Paramettric study wass conducted onn the main spiiral and RPS
design pparameters. Em
mpirical analyysis revealed itts impact on
phase v elocity, which in turn determined the resonaant length for
Also, expected llevel of impeddance mismatchh at fn0 and 3
RPS. A
dB banddwidth of the nnotch response was analyzed. A prototype
that coovers the UW
WB spectrum while providiing a notch
responsse over the 8022.11a spectrum
m was successfuully built and
demonsstrated.
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Figg 11. Simulated (solid) and measured (dotted) radiation pattern at 4 GHz, 5.5
5
GH
Hz, and 7 GHz: XZ
Z plane (left) and YZ plane (right). Antenna orientatiion
folllows the Cartesian
n coordinate shown
n in Fig 8.

Too gain an undeerstanding of the level of radiation
r
at other
anggles around thee antenna, a rad
diation pattern measurement
m
was
w
connducted and pllotted in Fig 11
1. Three frequeencies, 4 GHz, 5.7
GH
Hz, 7 GHz, were
w
selected to represent paassband radiation
patttern below no
otch frequency
y, notchband radiation
r
patteern,
andd the passband
d radiation pattern above notcch frequency. The
T
genneral trend in
n the measured
d pattern seem
ms to follow the
sim
mulation resultt. Measured rad
diation pattern
n reveals irregu
ular
levvels of radiatio
on along the 90 and -90 degree
d
phi plaane.
Arround zero and
d 180 degree th
heta angles, reesults seem mu
uch
clooser to the simu
ulation result. At
A the notch baand frequency, the
raddiation pattern reveals deeperr nulls in non-b
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